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Our Price $18,995
Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  5XYRLDLC9MG006228  

Make:  Kia  

Stock:  6228AA  

Model/Trim:  Sorento S  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  [GWP] Glacial White Pearl  

Engine:  2.5L I4 191hp 181ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray Leather  

Transmission:  Automatic  

Mileage:  87,100  

Drivetrain:  All Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 23 / Highway 25

- Stunning 2021 Kia Sorento S in Glacial White Pearl exterior with
sophisticated gray leather interior.
- Powerful yet efficient 2.5L I4 engine with smooth automatic
transmission for a refined driving experience.
- Panoramic Sunroof Package adds an open-air feel, perfect for scenic
drives and starry nights.
- Advanced safety features including automatic emergency braking,
blind spot safety, and lane keeping assist for peace of mind.
- Fully integrated wireless Android Auto for seamless smartphone
connectivity and entertainment on the go.

Dive into the realm of elegance and sophistication with the 2021 Kia
Sorento S, a vehicle that redefines the essence of a family-friendly
SUV. Coated in an impeccable Glacial White Pearl paint, this Sorento
boasts a pristine exterior that radiates under the sun and glimmers
under the stars. The allure of the exterior is matched by the plush gray
leather interior, inviting you and your passengers to indulge in comfort
with every journey.

Under the hood lies a robust 2.5L I4 engine, delivering a commendable
191hp and 181ft. lbs. of torque, ensuring that power is at your disposal
without compromising on fuel efficiency. Paired with a seamless
automatic transmission, this Sorento offers a driving experience that is
both responsive and smooth, making it a joy to navigate through city
streets or cruise on the open road.

The Panoramic Sunroof Package is a true highlight, enveloping the
cabin in natural light and providing an expansive view of the sky. This
feature not only enhances the ambiance within but also connects you to
the outside world in a way that is simply breathtaking.
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Safety is paramount in the 2021 Kia Sorento S, equipped with cutting-
edge technology designed to protect you and your loved ones.
Automatic emergency braking stands guard, ready to assist in critical
moments, while the autonomous lane guidance with lane centering and
lane keeping assist ensures you stay on the right path. The integration
of blind spot safety with sensor alerts, rear cross traffic alert, and lane
deviation sensors fortify your awareness and confidence on the road.

Convenience and connectivity are at your fingertips with wireless
Android Auto integration, allowing you to access your favorite apps,
navigate effortlessly, and stream music without the clutter of cables. The
driver attention alert system and vehicle exit safety system are
thoughtful additions that highlight Kia's dedication to your well-being,
reminding you to check the rear seats and ensuring a safe departure
from your vehicle.

Riding on stylish aluminum alloy wheels, this Sorento doesn't just
perform exceptionally—it looks the part too. The vehicle's sleek
silhouette and modern design elements will turn heads and make a
statement wherever you go.

In summary, the 2021 Kia Sorento S is not just a mode of
transportation; it's a sanctuary on wheels that offers luxury, safety, and
technological innovation. This vehicle is an exceptional choice for those
who seek reliability, comfort, and a touch of class in their daily drive.
Don't miss the opportunity to make this Sorento yours and elevate your
driving experience to new heights.

 

Price includes warranty!  For sale at A Better Way Wholesale Autos -
2023 DealerRater Consumer Satisfaction Award winner - Connecticut's
highest volume independent auto dealer!  We have the area's largest
selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over 700
in stock to choose from!  Financing for all credit tiers and extended
warranties available.  Please contact our sales department for more
information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory.  Call 203-720-
5600, view our website www.abwautos.com, or visit our showroom in
Naugatuck, CT.  Open 7 days a week!
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration: ionizing - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Humidity/dewpoint sensors - Rear vents: second row 

- Dash trim: leatherette - Interior accents: chrome  - Shift knob trim: leather  

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Ambient lighting - Autonomous lane guidance: lane centering

- Cargo area light - Cruise control - Power outlet(s): 12V cargo area  - Power steering 

- Push-button start - Remote engine start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock 

- Digital odometer - External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Driver seat: heated  - Driver seat power adjustments: 10  - Front seat type: bucket  

- Passenger seat: heated  - Rear seat folding: one-touch fold flat  

- Rear seat type: 40-60 split bench  - Third row seat folding: flat  

- Third row seat type: 50-50 split bench  - Upholstery: leatherette

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Rear spoiler: roofline 

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Side mirrors: heated  - Roof rails: black  

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Laminated glass: acoustic windshield  

- Power windows: safety reverse  - Rear privacy glass - Rear wiper: intermittent 

- Solar-tinted glass - Tinted glass: windshield - Window defogger: rear

 

Option Packages

Factory Installed Packages

REGARDING STATE STATUTE AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE: THIS ADVERTISEMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR PURCHASE A VEHICLE. AN

OFFER FOR SALE OR PURCHASE MAY ONLY BE MADE IN PERSON IN OUR SHOWROOM VIA THE PRESENTATION OF A PURCHASE ORDER, COMPLETED IN ITS

ENTIRETY. Some vehicles may still be in process and therefore may not be available for immediate sale.  Included Accessories: We try our best to procure books and extra keys

from the previous owners. With that said, we do not always have spare keys, books, floor mats, or other accessories for every vehicle. In most cases we can only provide the

accessories that are photographed. For instance, if we show a navigation display with a map, there is a navigation disc with the car. If you do not see it, assume the item is not

included. We encourage you to email or call us if you are concerned about specific items like floor mats, spare keys, nav discs, DVD headsets, etc. The description of vehicles

$445
Glacial White Pearl Paint

$1,300
Panoramic Sunroof Package

Includes panoramic tilt and slide sunroof with
power sunshade.

$1,745
Option Packages Total

https://abwautos.com/vehicle/7309411/2021-kia-sorento-s-naugatuck-connecticut-06770/7309411/ebrochure


provided by AutoRevo is generated through the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy, AutoRevo cannot

guarantee the completeness or reliability of the information provided. The description is intended to be used as a general guide and should not be relied upon as a substitute for

independent investigation and verification. Neither A Better Way Wholesale Autos nor AutoRevo shall be liable for any errors or omissions in the description and makes no

representation or warranty, express or implied, about the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or timeliness of the information. The user assumes all risks associated with the use of

the information provided. Fuel Economy: MPG based on and sourced from&nbsp;EPA mileage estimates. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary

depending on driving habits and vehicle maintainence. Advertised price does not include state or local taxes, registration costs or dealer conveyance fee of $798.00. Some vehicles

in our inventory have been used as a daily rental. See commercially available history reports to see if this disclaimer applies to any particular vehicle.
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203-720-5600
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